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Objectives. We investigated how fluctuations and linear changes in health and cognitive resources influence the motivation to engage in complex cognitive activity and the extent to which motivation mediated the relationship between changing resources and cognitively demanding activities.

Method. Longitudinal data from 332 adults aged 20–85 years were examined. Motivation was assessed using a composite of Need for Cognition and Personal Need for Structure and additional measures of health, sensory functioning, cognitive ability, and self-reported activity engagement.

Results. Multilevel modeling revealed that age-typical changes in health, sensory functions, and ability were associated with changes in motivation, with the impact of declining health on motivation being particularly strong in older adulthood. Changes in motivation, in turn, predicted involvement in cognitive and social activities as well as changes in cognitive ability. Finally, motivation was observed to partially mediate the relationship between changes in resources and cognitively demanding activities.

Discussion. Our results suggest that motivation may play an important role in determining the course of cognitive change and involvement in cognitively demanding everyday activities in adulthood.
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Engagement in cognitively complex activities is frequently touted in the popular press as one way of warding off the more negative effects of aging on our memory and thinking. This belief is encouraged by a substantial body of evidence, suggesting that people who engage in complex cognitive and social activities perform better on cognitive ability tests than those who do not and show less longitudinal decline in cognitive ability across time (for review, see Hertzog, Kramer, Wilson, & Lindenberger, 2008). Although the “use it or lose it” hypothesis enjoys both popular and scientific support, the focus has primarily been on the consequences of cognitive engagement on performance. Little of this research, however, is aimed at examining the reasons that older adults may increase or decrease their engagement over time. In other words, faced with the prospects of declining cognitive functioning, why do some older adults engage while others withdraw?

One possibility is that declining physical and cognitive capabilities may cause changes in the motivation to engage. For example, LePine, LePine, and Jackson (2004) argue for a shift from growth-based to loss-based goals in later life as older adults focus their resources on prevention of loss and maintenance of functioning. A somewhat different but not inconsistent perspective on age-based motivational forces has to do with changes in personal resources—broadly defined—which affect an individual’s willingness to engage the complex cognitive operations necessary to support performance. For example, fatigue, stress, and time pressure could be characterized as limiting resources, and all have been observed to affect younger adults’ motivational levels, which subsequently influenced performance (e.g., LePine, LePine, & Jackson, 2004; Webster, Kruglanski, & Richter, 1996). The aging process may also negatively affect resources. Hess and colleagues (Hess, 2006; Hess & Emery, in press; Hess, Germain, Swaim, & Osowski, 2009) have hypothesized that age-related changes in health and ability result in greater selectivity in task engagement in later life due to changes in both the relative costs of, and the resources necessary to support, performance. This perspective implies that there should be a linkage between resources and motivation, with this linkage in part accounting for age differences in behavior. In support of this relationship, Hess, Germain, Rosenberg, Leclerc, and Hodges (2005) and Hess, Waters, and Bolstad (2000) found a stronger association between cognitive and health-related resources and motivation—Personal Need for Structure (PNS)—in older than in younger and middle-aged adults. They also observed that motivation was a stronger predictor of performance in later life. Similarly, a closer link has been observed between physical symptoms and depression in later life (e.g., Moldin et al., 1993; Murphy, 1982), providing further support for an increasing association between physical resources and affective outcomes. Finally, Hess (2001) found that age differences in ability and health were predictive of motivation, which in turn accounted for variability in...
self-reported engagement in everyday cognitive and social activities.

Other research with older adults has also demonstrated relationships between intrinsic motivation and both cognitive performance and engagement in everyday activities. For example, Parisi, Stine-Morrow, Noh, and Morrow (2009) found that predispositional engagement—as indexed by a composite of measures relating to mindfulness, Need for Cognition (NFC), and openness to experience—was positively associated with several measures of cognitive ability and some facets of activity engagement. Similar results were obtained by Salthouse, Berish, and Miles (2002). These findings further support the potential importance of motivation in understanding age differences in cognitive performance and everyday activity.

A limitation of this prior work relates to the cross-sectional nature of the data. For example, models examining mediation using such data have been shown to result in biased estimates of longitudinal relationships (e.g., Maxwell & Cole, 2007). Stronger support for the linkage between motivation and performance as opposed to competence. This directional issue is also conceivable, however, that scores on these ability tests might reflect changing levels of motivation (i.e., performance as opposed to competence). This directional issue is somewhat analogous to that associated with investigations of the causal linkages between cognitive ability and engagement in cognitively stimulating activities (e.g., Hertzog, 2009). The present investigation has the potential not only to contribute to our understanding regarding the directionality of this relationship but also to highlight motivational mechanisms that may underlie this relationship (e.g., reductions in motivation to engage in cognitively complex activities ultimately lead to declines in performance on tests of ability).

Thus, we examined whether the strength of effects involving these abilities and motivation were stronger when considered as resources or as outcomes.

Finally, we predicted that motivation would at least partially mediate the relationship observed between changes in our resource and outcome factors. Consistent with previous observations of stronger linkages between resources and motivation in later life (e.g., Hess et al., 2000), we also were able to examine the possibility of moderated mediation effects (Muller, Judd, & Yzerbyt, 2005), that is, that the just-described mediation relationships might be accentuated in later life. Figure 1 presents a visual depiction of the relationships under investigation.

METHOD

Overview

This study uses archival data collected from individuals participating in ongoing research studies on cognitive and social–cognitive functioning in the Adult Development Laboratory at North Carolina State University (NCSU). In each test session, a standard background questionnaire, health survey, attitude questionnaire, and set of ability assessments were administered to characterize the sample and address study-specific questions. This set of common measures for individuals who participated in two or more studies constitutes the data used in the present study.
Participants

The participants represented a convenience sample of community-residing adults who were initially recruited from the Raleigh, NC, metro area through newspaper advertisements to participate in specific research projects on cognitive functioning in the NCSU Adult Development Laboratory. Those participants who subsequently agreed to have their names listed in the laboratory participant pool were contacted by telephone in later years and invited to participate in additional testing sessions for independent projects. As opposed to a planned longitudinal study, selection for participation in subsequent projects (i.e., times of assessment) was based on participants (a) being the appropriate age for the study, (b) not having participated in another study during the previous 12 months, and (c) not having participated in a study with similar goals and methods. Participants were paid between $20 and $30 for each session. The final sample comprised 332 participants (165 women and 167 men). Age at initial participation ranged from 20 to 85 years (M = 58.7, SD = 16.4). The number of observations per participant ranged from 2 to 6 (M = 2.8, SD = 1.0), with an average length of 2.1 (SD = 1.4) years between observations. Comparisons between younger (<45 years at baseline), middle-aged (46–65 years at baseline), and older (>66 years at baseline) revealed no differences in the mean number of times tested (p = .97) but slightly higher mean test–retest intervals for middle-aged adults (M = 2.4 years) versus younger (M = 1.9 years) and older (M = 2.1 years) adults, F(2,331) = 3.48, p = .03. Participants were relatively high in education, with an average of 16.1 (SD = 2.3) years of formal education at baseline. Age at baseline was not significantly correlated (r = .09) with education.

Materials

The following measures were collected at each time of assessment.

Motivation.—Participants completed the 11-item PNS Scale (Neuberg & Newsom, 1993) and the 18-item NFC Scale (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984). Sample NFC items include “I really enjoy a task that involves coming up with new solutions to problems” and “Thinking is not my idea of fun (reverse-scored).” Sample PNS items include “I enjoy having a clear and structured way of life” and “I enjoy the exhilaration of being in unpredictable situations (reverse-scored).” To simplify analyses, PNS and NFC scores (r = −.38) were combined into a composite motivational measure using regression-based factor scores from a principal components analysis. (The pattern of results and major outcomes reported in the Results did not vary appreciably when either PNS or NFC scores were substituted for the composite motivation measure.) The obtained component accounted for 69.6% of the variance, with higher scores indicating greater motivation to engage in complex effortful activities.

Cognitive ability.—At each session, participants completed tests assessing (a) working memory—the Letter–Number Sequencing subtest from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Third Edition (WAIS-III; Psychological Corporation, 1997) or an Operation Span task (Turner & Engle, 1989), (b) processing speed—the WAIS-III Digit-Symbol substitution subtest or the letter/pattern comparison tests (Salthouse & Babcock, 1991), and (c) vocabulary—Vocabulary Test 2 from the Kit of Factor-Referenced Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Derman, 1976) or the WAIS-III Vocabulary subtest. The specific test used to assess each of these abilities depended upon the methods employed in the specific study from which the data were taken. Although different instruments were used at different times, previous research has demonstrated strong correlations between the tasks included within each of these three domains (e.g., Salthouse, 1992; Shelton, Elliott, Hill, Calamia, & Gouvier, 2009), and controlling for task version in our analyses did not affect the results of interest.

To determine if there was systematic bias across age groups in terms of which type of test was taken, we examined the distribution of the two versions of each ability assessment across the previously described three age groups. No age differences were observed for the span tests (p = .30), but significant biases were obtained for both speed, χ²(2) = 25.19, p < .001, and vocabulary, χ²(2) = 24.26, p < .001. These effects represented an increase in the proportional representation of the WAIS-III Digit-Symbol and Vocabulary subtests with increasing age. To correct for these biases, test type was examined as a potential influence on performance and was included as a covariate if such an effect existed. In addition, to create a common metric across different measures of the three ability constructs, each raw score was converted to a T-score based on the participant’s performance relative to other individuals who completed the same measure at the same time, using the predicted score at age 55—the approximate midpoint of our distribution—as the mean.
Measures of engagement and health.—Physical health and mental health scores were derived from the SF-36 health survey (Ware, 1993). Two questions on the background questionnaire assessed self-reported sensory functioning (i.e., vision and hearing) relative to other people the same age. Several additional items assessed self-reports of everyday behaviors that are similar to items included in instruments designed to assess activity levels (e.g., Jopp & Hertzog, 2010). Two of these items assessed engagement in activities thought to vary in cognitive demands by asking how many hours in an average day the participant spent (a) reading and writing, both presumed demanding activities, and (b) watching TV, a presumably more passive activity. The second set of four items was taken from the OARS Multidimensional Assessment Questionnaire (Duke University Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, 1975) and assessed social activity: (a) number of people known well enough to visit in their homes, (b) the frequency of speaking with friends and/or relatives during the past week, (c) the frequency of visiting other people during the past week, and (d) frequency of participation in social and group activities over the past six months. Jopp and Hertzog (2010) found that scores on subscales of the Victoria Longitudinal Study activity scale that contained similar items were all correlated with cognitive ability: Reading/writing and social activity exhibited positive correlations, whereas TV watching was negatively correlated. To the extent that correlations with ability are reflective of task demands, we can infer that these items reflect involvement in everyday activities that place demands on cognitive resources. (Note that engagement in cognitively demanding activity from TV watching was inferred through lower levels of involvement.) The four social activity items were combined to create a composite index ($α = .54$). Unfortunately, the two cognitive activity measures were poorly correlated (.04). Given that the within-person variance on the reading/writing item was much greater than that on the TV item (45% vs 23%), we decided to include the former as a measure of cognitive activity while acknowledging the limitations associated with single-item indicators.

Analytic Plan

We used multilevel modeling (MLM) to test our hypotheses. MLM is a powerful analytic method for the present data set because it allows for variation across individuals in both the number of assessments as well as the time between assessments and also allows for missing data without excluding participants (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The first step in the analyses was to conduct fully unconditional (null) models (i.e., models with no predictors included) for each of the constructs measured longitudinally to determine how much variance in each variable was attributed to within-person processes compared with between-person differences. Subsequent models were run with linear time (i.e., number of years after initial test) as a Level 1 predictor and age at initial test as a Level 2 predictor (see example equations below). The cross-level interaction term ($γ_{11}$) involving these two predictors allows us to examine the degree to which change (i.e., $β_1$) slope associated with linear time) varied as a function of baseline age.

Level 1 (within-person): $DV = β_0 + β_1 (\text{linear time}) + r_g$

Level 2 (between-person): $β_0 = γ_{00} + γ_{01} (\text{Age}) + u_0$

$$β_1 = γ_{10} + γ_{11} (\text{Age}).$$

We next tested the hypothesis that changes in resources would influence motivation using a series of MLM analyses in which the Level 1 model incorporated a single time-varying covariate (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002) relating to health, sensory functioning, or ability in order to determine whether changes in resources were reflected in changes in motivation. This was accomplished by replacing the linear time term in the example equation above with the resource variables. A linear time variable was added to subsequent models involving measures that had a significant time trend in these initial analyses in order to control for time-specific variation. This allowed us to more specifically focus on time-based covariation between variables of interest (e.g., physical health and motivation). The pattern of results in these subsequent analyses was not altered by inclusion of this time trend, however, and thus, we report the results of the simplified models that exclude this trend.

The Level 2 model incorporated baseline age as a predictor in order to determine whether the relationship between resources and motivation varied as a function of age. We next examined whether changes in motivation predicted changes in activity and ability. Finally, we tested a series of mediation models to examine whether changes in motivation might mediate resource-related changes in outcomes. For all models, the measures of motivation, health, ability, sensory functioning, and activity as well as age were standardized to both center the variables and facilitate interpretation and comparisons of effects.

RESULTS

Relationships Involving Age and Change Over Time

Preliminary examination of intercorrelations between all variables at the initial time of test (Table 1) indicates typical age-based relationships: Age is negatively associated with physical health, speed, and working memory but positively associated with mental health and vocabulary. Age was also negatively associated with self-reported engagement in cognitively demanding activities (i.e., reading/writing). Age was not significantly correlated with our composite motivation measure nor was it related to sensory functioning or social activity. Age was also unrelated to education.
Initial tests involving null models revealed significant \((p < .0001)\) within- and between-person variance in each of our study measures. The amount of within-person variance ranged from 25.5\% for the summary motivation variable to 81.5\% for physical health (Table 1, last column). Thus, all variables of interest exhibited fluctuations within individuals over time, allowing us to examine potential linkages across times of assessments.

Although our null models indicated significant within-person variability, there was no systematic variance in our motivation measure related to either linear time or age at baseline (see Table 2). That is, motivation fluctuated over time, but the fluctuation was not systematically related to the passage of time or to age. Note that this would not be unexpected because some of the factors hypothesized to influence motivation are positively related to age (e.g., mental health), whereas others are negatively related (e.g., physical health). In contrast, physical health, mental health, and sensory functioning exhibited significant linear change over time. Physical health declined with time, with change being primarily evident in later life. Specifically, when change was assessed at representative points 1 SD above or below the sample mean age, the impact of time was significant for older adults (slope = −.11, \(p < .0001\)) but not for younger adults (slope = −.03, \(p = .15\)). Note that this age moderation did not just reflect greater variability in older adults’ physical health. Tests for homogeneity of variance across young, middle-aged, and older groups on this measure were non-significant \((p = .89)\). Sensory functioning also exhibited significant decline over time, and greater baseline age was associated with poorer functioning. In contrast, mental health scores increased with both time and baseline age.

We next examined ability. In these and all subsequent analyses involving ability, we controlled for practice effects to get a cleaner picture of change over time. Practice was incorporated as a Level 1 variable reflecting number of previous administrations of the test. We found that working memory was negatively associated with baseline age, but no systematic change was observed over time. In contrast, speed was also negatively associated with baseline age, but age moderated the degree of change: Speed exhibited a marginal increase over time in young adulthood (slope = .04, \(p = .07\)) but declined over time in older adulthood (slope = −.05, \(p = .01\)). Baseline age was positively associated with vocabulary scores but also moderated change over time, with slight improvement with time in young adulthood (slope = .03, \(p = .20\)) and slight decline in later life (slope = −.01, \(p = .51\)). (The increase in young adulthood was significant if practice effects were not considered.) These results are generally consistent with observed findings in the literature. We also investigated whether the specific type of test within each of these ability domains influenced...
Performance by including test type as a covariate. Test type was unrelated to performance for speed ($p > .24$). For span, test type interacted with time ($p = .02$), but follow-up analyses revealed nonsignificant time effects for both forms of this test ($p > .16$), suggesting nonsystematic variation. A significant main effect of test was obtained for vocabulary ($p < .01$), and thus, test type was included as a covariate in all analyses involving this measure. Finally, social activity and reading/writing did not change systematically over time, but age was positively associated with the former and negatively associated with the latter.

**Predictors of Motivation**

Table 3 summarizes the results for models predicting motivation. The impact of physical health was moderated by age, with physical health being positively associated with motivation (slope = .09, $p = .005$) in old age but, somewhat surprisingly, negatively associated with motivation (slope = -.08, $p = .02$) in young adulthood. Sensory, speed, and vocabulary were all positively related to motivation, although the effect involving speed was only marginal. Thus, the results of these analyses provide support for the hypothesis that changes in resources—particularly those associated with health and physical functioning—will influence motivation.

**Motivation Predicting Activity and Ability**

Consistent with expectations, changes in motivation were positively associated with changes in both social activity and reading/writing (Table 4). We also examined the degree to which motivation was associated with change in our three indices of ability. Based on our idea that engagement in cognitively demanding activities is, in part, a reflection of motivation, it makes sense that performance on the ability tasks used in our research could be a reflection of both ability and motivation. Consistent with this reasoning, changes in vocabulary, speed, and working memory were predicted by change in motivation. In addition, a significant relationship was more likely to be observed—and the effects were generally larger—between these variables when motivation was used to predict performance than vice versa.

**Mediation**

Our final set of analyses examined whether changes in motivation might mediate resource-related changes in outcomes. Following procedures recommended by Kenny, Korchmaros, and Bolger (2003) and established elsewhere in the literature (e.g., Segrin & Rynes, 2009; Werner, Sansone, & Brown, 2008), lower level mediation analyses were conducted with outcomes (reading/writing, social activities, working memory, speed, and vocabulary) predicted by resources in the first step, motivation predicted by resources in the second step, and then outcomes predicted by both resources and motivation in the final step. (As noted earlier, we examined ability measures as both resources and outcomes.) Importantly, we examined whether these mediation processes differed by baseline age, so the models tested included interaction terms (Age $\times$ Resource and Age $\times$ Motivation) representing cross-level interactions (i.e., individual-level effect of age and time-varying effects of resource and motivation). Preacher, Zyphur, and Zhang (2010) note that this approach might produce biased estimates of indirect effects and suggest explicitly partitioning Level 1 and Level 2 effects as a potential way of combating this issue. In the present analyses, we standardized our Level 1 and Level 2 variables by subtracting the Level 2 mean and dividing the result by the Level 2 standard deviation. This procedure partially addresses the suggestions of Preacher and colleagues by allowing us to more clearly focus on the Level 1 effects.

Mediation tests were limited to those situations where a significant relationship existed between fluctuations in resources and outcomes. Such relationships were evident between (a) mental health and working memory; (b) physical health and working memory, speed, and vocabulary; and (c) sensory functioning, speed, and working memory with reading/writing. Table 5 contains the results from the mediation models. Motivation partially mediated the within-person relationship between mental health and working memory (Model 1; Sobel, 1982 test: $p = .046$). Mediation models examining physical health revealed different patterns by age (Model 2). Specifically, there were significant age differences in the relationship between physical health and...
speed, with no relationship between physical health and speed in the young (<60) part of the age distribution (slope = −.05, p = .27), but a positive relationship between physical health and speed in older adulthood (slope = .09, p = .004). As indicated before, decomposition of the significant Age × Physical Health interaction with motivation indicated a negative relationship between physical health and motivation for younger adults but a positive relationship for older adults. Results from the Sobel test revealed partial mediation involving physical health, motivation, and speed (p = .05). Physical health was positively associated with working memory (Model 3), and results from the Sobel test revealed partial mediation involving physical health, motivation, and working memory (p = .04). Age differences in mediation were also found for changes in vocabulary. Although there was a main effect of physical health on vocabulary and this effect did not differ by age, there were age differences in the relationship between physical health and motivation as noted above (Model 4). The Sobel test revealed that this partial mediation was significant (p = .01). Changes in motivation also partially mediated the within-person relationship between sensory abilities and cognitively demanding activities (Model 5; Sobel test: p = .03) as well as the within-person relationship between vocabulary and reading/writing (Model 7; Sobel test: p = .04). Finally, no mediation was observed involving the relationship between working memory and reading/writing, given the failure of changes in working memory to predict motivation (Model 6).

**Discussion**

The goal of the present study was to examine the relationship between changes in resources, motivation, and cognitive outcomes as a means for facilitating our understanding of the factors underlying age-related change in functioning in adulthood. The results of our analyses offer several interesting insights into this relationship. First, changes in physical and cognitive resources are linked to changes in motivation associated with complex information processing. Specifically, declines in physical and mental health as well as self-reported sensory functioning were associated with reduced levels of motivation, as were changes in verbal ability. In addition, we also obtained evidence that the linkage between declining levels of physical health and motivation was strongest in later life, replicating previous findings based in cross-sectional data (Hess et al., 2000). Somewhat surprisingly, declining health in young adulthood was associated with increasing motivation. This may reflect age-specific responses to poor health, with young adults’ responses perhaps being associated with the “off-time” nature of poor health. For example, young adults in poorer physical health might be more likely to pursue cognitive as opposed to physical activities.

From an aging perspective, these findings are important in demonstrating that typical patterns of age-related change in health and ability influence the motivation to engage in complex cognitive activity, which in turn has been shown to be associated with the maintenance of functioning in later life (Hertzog et al., 2008). In support of this potential relationship, our analyses also found linkages between changes in motivation and outcomes associated with social and cognitive activity. Thus, as motivational levels decreased, individuals were less likely to engage in complex cognitive and social activities. Although a significant association between age and motivation was not observed, fluctuations in resource factors that are related to age were linked to fluctuations in motivation. This covariation involving age-related resources thus has important implications regarding changes in motivation in later life.

Interestingly, when performance on our ability measures was examined as an outcome as opposed to a resource, we found that the changes on these measures were predicted by changes in motivation and further that this linkage appeared stronger than when cognitive ability was considered as resource variable influencing motivation; that is, changes in motivation were more reliable predictors of changes in ability than vice versa. This may suggest that some of the age-related change in performance on ability tests reflects changes in motivation in response to fluctuations in basic resources associated with health and physical functioning.
Our tests of mediation provided support for this last assertion. Specifically, motivation partially mediated the relationship between physical health and both vocabulary and cognitive ability. A similar relationship was observed between mental health and cognitive ability. Finally, motivation was also observed to partially mediate the relationship between sensory functioning and involvement in complex cognitive activities, such as reading. These relationships have interesting implications for understanding the nature of age-related change in functioning. Our analyses suggest that declining health and sensory functions affect both ability levels and self-reported engagement in effortful activities associated with the maintenance of ability through changes in levels of motivation. Consistent with our original conceptualization, we also found that motivation partially mediated the relationship between cognitive ability—when considered as a resource—and engagement in cognitively demanding activities. This may suggest a somewhat complex relationship between ability and motivation. For example, reductions in working memory and processing speed may reduce the motivation to engage in demanding activities due to the lack of resources but changes in physical health may also decrease level of cognitive engagement due to the perceived costs associated with such engagement. This, in turn, could negatively affect performance on tests of cognitive ability.

It is important to recognize that the observed mediating effects were only partial in all of our tests. One way to interpret these findings is that the effect of changing resources was accentuated by changes in motivation; that is, resources directly influence outcomes but also indirectly influence them through changes in motivation to engage in cognitive activities.

The primary importance of these results is the implication that motivation is also an important factor involved in determining changes in ability and functioning in adulthood. Rather than assuming a straightforward causal linkage between, for example, changes in physical health and functioning, our data suggest that the individual’s subjective response to these changes is an important determinant of subsequent behavior. There is little other empirical work investigating such associations in the aging literature.

A recent study (Sharp, Reynolds, Pederson, & Gatz, 2010) examining the relationship between changes in openness to experience—a personality construct correlated with both PNS and NFC—and cognition found no linkages over time due to minimal changes in openness. Although our motivation measures may overlap with personality dimensions, the latter may represent fundamentally different and more stable dimensions. For example, Fleischhauer and colleagues (2010) demonstrated that NFC uniquely predicted goal-oriented behavior and allocation of attentional resources. Fluctuations in motivation—which in turn affect these types of behavior—may be more likely to fluctuate over time in response to both intrinsic and situational factors. This may account for the presently observed relations between motivation and cognitive outcomes. The fact that we are only capturing intrinsic influences (e.g., health) on motivation may also account for the fact that we only observed partial mediation in our analyses.

The results may also provide some additional insight into the linkages between engagement in cognitively demanding activities and cognitive ability. Our findings suggest that changes in the motivation to engage in complex cognitive activity associated with changes in health and physical functions may affect both factors. To the extent that engagement in everyday activities does have a meaningful impact on cognitive change, our results imply that motivational factors may play an important role in driving this relationship. For example, declines in physical health may decrease one’s motivation to participate in activities that put demands on cognitive resources, which in turn may have negative effects on ability. This results in some relatively novel suggestions regarding the focus of interventions. Indeed, evidence suggesting that physical exercise has beneficial effects on complex cognitive functions (Colcombe & Kramer, 2003) may be representative of a causal sequence involving physical functioning, motivation, activity engagement, and ability.

Several caveats should be considered in interpreting our results. First, the effects observed were small, but they are similar in strength to those found in other studies examining, for example, personality predictors of cognitive change (e.g., Schaie, Willis, & Caskie, 2004; Soubelet & Salthouse, 2011). Second, we relied on convenience sample data that were not part of a planned longitudinal analysis. Thus, there may be inherent biases associated with participant’s initial recruitment and with their continued participation. For example, in contrast to a planned longitudinal study, there was no commitment to continued participation. One might assume, however, that this would actually work against our finding, the anticipated results in that continuing participation itself might be reflective of motivation for cognitive experience. Thus, the actual effects associated with motivation may have been attenuated in our analyses. Participants also varied in their frequency of participation and time between test sessions. Because MLM treated resources and motivation as time-varying covariates, however, balanced data are unnecessary and the processes of interest can be examined as they unfold for each participant. This also helps to address biases due to attrition. The sample size was also relatively small for the age range assessed, and future investigations would be enhanced by use of a narrow-age cohort design.

Another concern could be related to the limited assessment of both resource and outcome variables and concerns with the nature of the variables used. For example, although the items used to assess engagement in cognitively demanding activities were similar to items used in other studies (e.g., Hultsch, Hertzog, Small, & Dixon, 1999), the limited
broadness of assessment may have served to weaken observed relationships, particularly those involved in our mediation analyses.

In sum, our findings suggest that a more complete understanding of the cognitive change in adulthood would be achieved by considering the role of motivation. Our study shows that declines in basic resources may cause declines in the motivation to engage in cognitively demanding activities. These motivational changes could in turn account for both age differences in performance on cognitive tests as well as involvement in activities that support the maintenance of cognitive functioning in later life. Understanding the motives for older adults’ engagement in cognitive activities may be as important for improving cognitive function as understanding the impact of engagement itself.
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